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Use of certified software a must from Sep 1: NBR 

The National Board of Revenue (NBR) has made the use of its prescribed software mandatory for firms with annual

turnover of Tk 5 crore and above for maintaining records and accounts from September 1. The revenue collector

imposed the condition as part of its scheme to implement the VAT and Supplementary Duty Act 2012 through

automation of the VAT system. Companies that already use the software will have to apply to the NBR for approval

to use the system, according to the order issued on June 30. This is the second time the NBR has set a deadline for

firms to use its prescribed software to keep records of transactions and accounts with a view to ensuring that the

actual amount of the indirect tax is coming to the state coffer. The NBR had earlier fixed the deadline of January

2019. However, it did not enforce the rule for its delay in finalising the names of eligible firms to make the system.

In February, the revenue collector named 11 firms eligible to develop the software. Transparency and

accountability would be established if enterprises use the software, said Abdul Mannan Shikder, member of VAT

policy of the NBR.
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/use-certified-software-must-sep-1-nbr-1768351

Govt to allow rice export amid supply glut

The government will soon start allowing export of rice to create a balance in supply and demand and ensure fair

prices of the staple in the domestic market, Commerce Secretary Md Mofizul Islam said yesterday. “We have

decided to allow the export of rice. The millers have also agreed as the growers are not getting proper prices due

to oversupply,” he told The Daily Star over phone. The government wants to export the coarse variety of rice as its

production and supply is higher than that of the finer ones, he said. Moreover, the finer varieties are higher in

demand among the middle class and allowing its export might lead to shortages in the domestic market, Islam said.

Following bumper production in the boro season, growers have been complaining of not getting fair prices,

prompting the government to give go-ahead to rice export, he said. “So, we are taking a few more days to decide

which quality of rice should be exported.” The quantity that can be exported will be fixed in consultation with the

food ministry once a clear picture of the existing stocks is available. Various estimates show that producing one

maund of paddy cost farmers Tk 960 on an average, including family labour, interest on working capital and lease

or rent of land.  But the sales prices of per maund of paddy recorded at local markets hovered between Tk 550 and

Tk 600.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/govt-allow-rice-export-amid-supply-glut-1768345
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http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/government-asks-specialised-banks-fis-to-

recover-default-loans-1562521191

Banks to form special cell to monitor top defaulters

Banks will form a special cell for monitoring their top defaulters having defaulted loans above Tk100crore in a bid

to bring down the volume of bad loans in the sector, according to a draft policy of Bangladesh Bank (BB). The

central bank is going to hold a meeting with eleven banks and related department of the central bank on July 8 to

finalize the policy.  A circular about the policy will then be sent to the chief executives of the banks concerned. BB’s

Banking Regulation and Policy Department (BRPD) will organize the meeting. AKM Ehsan, deputy general manager

of BRPD, will chair the meeting. In March this year, the central bank started working to strictly monitor the top

defaulter companies in the banking sector. Recently, the bank sent a letter to different banks asking for more

suggestions about the types of initiatives against top defaulters with defaulted loans above Tk100crore. Banks

having a huge volume of defaulted loans have been told to attend this meeting. Eleven banks with four state-

owned Sonali, Rupali, Agrani, Janata  would participate in the meeting, said a senior BB official. 
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Problems SMEs face in Bangladesh 

Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are the backbone of the Bangladesh economy: they make up more than 90

percent of all businesses that provide two out of three private sector jobs in the country. So, it is very important to

help the sector grow for the sake of the country’s economic success and sustainability. Yet, SMEs face various

challenges from marketing of products to access to finance, lack of capital and skilled manpower, poor training

facility, undeveloped sales channels and low level of financial inclusion, which, according to a quick survey

conducted by The Daily Star, are some of the reasons that hamper the growth of SMEs. Fifty SMEs, who took part

in a fair in Dhaka recently, responded to the survey. Most of the respondents urged for a common marketing

platform for micro and SMEs along with easy access to funds.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/problems-smes-face-bangladesh-1768354

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/banks/2019/07/07/banks-to-form-special-

cell-to-monitor-top-defaulters

Government asks specialised banks, FIs to recover default loans

The government has directed the specialised banks and financial institutions (FIs) to work out their plans to recover

money from all loan defaulters, reports UNB. The Financial Institution Division of the Finance Ministry has recently

given this directive to the banks while holding a meeting with the top executives of the specialised banks.

According to sources at the Financial Institution Division, the top executives of Bangladesh Krishi

Bank,Karmasangsthan Bank (Employment Bank), Ansar VDP Bank, Rajshahi Krishi Unnayan Bank, Bangladesh House

Building Finance Corporation, Prabashi Kalyan Bank, Investment Corporation of Bangladesh (ICB) and Palli Sanchay

Bank were present at the meeting. The meeting asked the specialised banks and financial institutions to increase

their rate of recovery from the written-off loans and take effective steps for disposing of audit objections. The

amount of written-off loans in the eight specialised banks is Tk 6.21 billion, with Bangladesh Krishi Bank being at

the top with Tk 2.21 billion.
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Investors have continued to lose money as the budget for the current fiscal year has broadly failed to lift the stock

markets and restore confidence. In the run up to the budget for fiscal 2019-20, Finance Minister AHM Mustafa

Kamal had publicly said that there would be something in the new budget to revive the market. But instead of

coming up with measures that could have lifted the markets, the budget proposed a number of moves that went

against the interest of the listed companies. They still had hoped that the finance minister would backtrack when

the fiscal plan is approved on June 30, but their hopes were dashed as it was passed in the parliament largely

unchanged.  The gas price hike a day after the budget was passed dealt another blow as the cost of production of

the listed companies in the sectors such as textile, steel and ceramics would go up. Many of these stocks fell.

Yesterday, the stocks tumbled because of the gas price hike and the budgetary measures geared towards the listed

companies. The DSEX, the benchmark index of the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), plummeted 47.70 points, or 0.88

percent, finishing the day at 5,333.08.  It has lost 88 points since the budget was passed. 

BRAC, Chevron jt venture hit new heights

A launching ceremony of phase II of the Jibika project, a collaboration between BRAC and Chevron, was held

recently in Dhaka. Representatives of Government of Bangladesh, BRAC, Chevron, IDEA and Village Development

Organisation were present on the occasion, said a statement. Muhammed Ahsanul Jabbar, Additional Secretary,

Energy and Mineral Resources Division, Ministry of Power, Energy & Mineral Resources, Government of the

People's Republic of Bangladesh attended as chief guest. Also present were Ismail Chowdhury, Director, Corporate

Affairs, Chevron Bangladesh; Alexander Yelland, General Manager, Corporate Affairs, Chevron Asia South; and

Anna Minj, Director, Community Empowerment, Gender Justice & Diversity, Integrated Development Programme,

BRAC. Matiul Islam Nowshad, CMgr, Senior Director, Operations and Strategic Initiatives, BRAC chaired the event.
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Stock investors continue to lose money 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/stock-investors-continue-lose-money-1768348

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/brac-chevron-jt-venture-hit-new-heights-

1562521277

Grameenphone terms bandwidth cut inappropriate, illegal

Grameenphone has described the telecom regulator’s move to reduce its internet bandwidth capacity as

'inappropriate' and 'illegal'. The largest telecom operator of the country also called for a 'constructive arbitration'

to resolve payment issues, reports bdnews24.com. The Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission

(BTRC), however, has remained firm on its stance, saying there is no scope to settle this issue through arbitration.

The BTRC will continue bandwidth restrictions until Grameenphone pays about Tk 125.8 billion in dues found in

audit as mentioned in July 4 notices to international internet gateway or IIG operators, asking them to limit

internet data allocated for the largest mobile telecom operator. Robi, the second largest operator of the country in

terms of subscriber base, also has over Tk 8.67 billion in unpaid bills, according to the BTRC.      Grameenphone is

suffering a 30 per cent cut in its bandwidth capacity and Robi 15 per cent in a reprisal for their failure to pay “dues”

found in audit despite reminders, according to a BTRC official.

https://thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade/grameenphone-terms-bandwidth-cut-inappropriate-

illegal-1562509165
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Increased gas prices to push up yarn, fabrics production costs

Production cost of per kilogram yarn and fabrics will go up by Tk6.66 and Tk7.61 respectively as new gas tariff takes

effect, ultimately hitting the $34 billion apparel industry. The rise in production cost, caused by sharp increase in

gas prices, may prompt apparel manufacturers to import yarn and fabrics from where it will cost less, the sector

people have said.  As of now, Bangladeshi fabric producers are meeting 95% of the demand of knitwear sector

while 40% of woven sector. According to a rough estimation of Bangladesh Textile Mills Association (BTMA), new

gas price will increase production cost of per kg yarn by Tk6.66.  At the current tariff rate, it takes Tk21.81 to

produce a kg of yarn, which was Tk15.15 at the previous rate.  On the other hand, the production cost of per kg

fabrics also would increase by Tk7.61 to Tk24.93, which was Tk17.32 at previous rate.  On June 30, the Bangladesh

Energy Regulatory Commission (BERC) issued a circular increasing gas prices at different rates effective from July

1.  For industrial use, gas price has been increased by 37.88% from Tk7.76 to Tk10.70 per cubic metre, while for

captive power it has been increased by 43.97% from Tk9.62 to Tk13.85. Gas price for the power sector has been

increased from Tk3.16 to Tk4.45 per cubic metre with a 40.82% rise. 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/economy/2019/07/07/increased-gas-prices-to-push-up-

yarn-fabrics-production-costs

Growing demand feeds local tiles industry 

Only a decade ago, Bangladesh had to depend mostly on imported tiles but now rising domestic demand, triggered

by increased construction of houses and their renovation or remodeling, has led to the boom of local tiles industry

over the period.  Now, besides the local investors, some foreign investors have come into the scene, leading to

further expansion of the market.  According to tiles manufactures, tiles market is expanding by over 200 million

square meters yearly, which caters to almost 80% of local demand. If the sector is able to attract even more

investment with infrastructural facilities, it will become an exporting target for others in the region.  Bangladesh

Ceramic Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BCMEA) President Shirajul Islam Mollah tells Dhaka Tribune that

in Bangladesh most of the tiles manufacturers use world class SACMI technology that ensures high quality, cost-

effective output and opportunities to manufacture floor and wall tiles of endless and innovative designs. He

mentions that tiles production is totally a gas-based industry and due to gas crisis the production work is being

hampered these days.  He calls on the government to ensure supply of gas to this sector on a priority basis.
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African leaders launch free-trade zone

African leaders met on Sunday to launch a continental free-trade zone that if successful would unite 1.3 billion

people, create a $3.4 trillion economic bloc and usher in a new era of development. After four years of talks, an

agreement to form a 55-nation trade bloc was reached in March, paving the way for Sunday’s African Union

summit in Niger where attendees will unveil which nation will host the trade zone’s headquarters, when trading

will start and discuss how exactly it will work. It is hoped that the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) -

the largest since the creation of the World Trade Organization in 1994 - will help unlock Africa’s long-stymied

economic potential by boosting intra-regional trade, strengthening supply chains and spreading expertise. Africa

has much catching up to do: its intra-regional trade accounted for just 17 per cent of exports in 2017 versus 59 per

cent in Asia and 69 per cent in Europe, and Africa has missed out on the economic booms that other trade blocs

have experienced in recent decades.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/77792/african-leaders-launch-free-trade-zone

S Korea assessing financial sector risks of wider row with Japan

South Korea is assessing the risks of a row with Japan over forced wartime labour spreading to the financial sector,

including loans and investments by Japanese institutions, the financial regulator said. Japan last week imposed

tighter curbs on exports of high-tech materials to South Korea for making smartphone displays and memory chips.

The action triggered calls in South Korea for a boycott of Japanese goods. Speaking to reporters on Friday, the

chairman of South Korea’s Financial Services Commission was asked if the dispute could affect investments and

loans by Japanese institutions. In a worst-case scenario, Japanese lenders could refuse to roll over maturing debt or

stop providing new loans, Choi said. ‘It’s unclear how likely such a situation would happen, but there will be no big

problem,’ Choi said. The forced wartime labour issue is the latest flashpoint in a relationship long over-shadowed

by South Korean resentment of Japan’s 1910-1945 occupation of the Korean peninsula.
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Indian gold discounts at three-year peak after import duty increase

Domestic gold prices in India jumped to a record on Friday following an unexpected increase in import duty in the

country’s budget, hitting demand and forcing dealers to offer the highest discount in nearly three years. Dealers in

India, the world’s second biggest gold consumer after China, were offering discounts of up to $30 an ounce — the

highest since August 2016 — over official domestic prices, versus the $25 discounts seen last week. India’s finance

minister Nirmala Sitharaman raised the import duties on gold and other precious metals to 12.5 percent from 10

percent in her first federal budget on Friday, a move industry officials said could dampen retail demand and boost

smuggling. “The duty hike surprised everyone,” said Ashok Jain, proprietor of Mumbai-based gold wholesaler

Chenaji Narsinghji. “Prices are so high that even after offering $30 discounts, people are not ready to buy,” Jain

said. Gold futures jumped more than 2 percent following the budget announcement to hit a record high of 35,100

rupees per 10 grams. Local prices have risen more than 11 percent in six weeks.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/global-business/news/indian-gold-discounts-three-year-

peak-after-import-duty-increase-1767580

http://www.newagebd.net/article/77811/s-korea-assessing-financial-sector-risks-of-wider-row-

with-japan
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